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INTRODUCTION 

SYMBOLS USED 
 

 

The user manual uses the following symbols 

 

CAUTION 
Indicates a hazardous situation which, if the safety instructions are not followed, 
may lead to minor or moderate injury and/or damage to the product or the 
environment. 
 

 

WARNING 
Indicates a hazardous situation which, if the safety instructions are not followed, 
may lead to minor or serious injury or death and/or serious damage to the product 
or the environment. 
 

 

DANGER 
Indicates a hazardous situation which, if the safety instructions are not followed, will 
lead to serious injury or death. 
 

 
 

INTENTED USE 
 

The products are only to be used for mountain bike cross-country ASTM level 1 and 2. 

PROHIBITED USE 
 

It is prohibited to use the product for any other purpose than those indicated in the manual, the safety 

indicates, or other safety documents related to this document. 
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ISO TESTED 
Products are tested for a maximum total weight of 100kg for ASTM XC-MTB categories Level 1, 2 and 3. 

LEVEL 1 

This is a set of conditions for the operation of a bicycle on a regular paved surface where the tires are 

intended to maintain ground contact. 

 

LEVEL 2 

This is a set of conditions for the operation of a bicycle that includes Condition 1 as well as unpaved and 

gravel roads and trails with moderate grades. In this set of conditions, contact with irregular terrain and 

loss of tire contact with the ground may occur. Drops are intended to be limited to 15cm (6”) or less. 

 

LEVEL 3 

This is a set of conditions for operation of a bicycle that includes Condition 1 and Condition 2 as well as 

rough trails, rough unpaved roads, and rough terrain and unimproved trails that require technical skills. 

Jumps and drops are intended to be less than 61cm (24”). 

 

LEVEL 4 

This is a set of conditions for operation of a bicycle that includes Conditions 1, 2, and 3, or downhill 

grades on rough trails at speeds less than 40 km/h (25 mph), or both. Jumps are intended to be less than 

122cm (48”). 

Test Programs at EFBE 

Pedaling forces (ISO 4210-5:2014, 4.3/EN 15194:2017, 4.3.7.4/TTF1) 

Vertical forces (ISO 4210-5:2014/ 4.5/ EN 15194:2017, 4.3.7.4/TTF2) 

Horizontal forces (ISO 4210-5:2014/ 4.5/ EN 15194:2017, 4.3.7.4/TTF3) 

Impact test falling mass (ISO 4210-5:2014/ 4.1/ EN 15194:2017, 4.3.7.2/TTF3) 

Impact test falling frame (ISO 4210-5:2014/ 4.2/ EN 15194:2017, 4.3.7.3/TTF3) 

Handlebar and stem assembly – Fatigue test – out-of-phase (ISO 4210-5:2014) 

Handlebar and stem assembly – Fatigue test – in-phase (ISO 4210-5:2014) 

Handlebar and stem assembly – Fatigue test – lateral bending test (ISO 4210-5:2014) 

Wheel – rotational accuracy (ISO 4210-7:2014) 

Wheel – wheel/tire assembly – static strength test (ISO 4210-7:2014) 

The requirements for category MTB were met, the test was passed. 

 

Facility  

EFBE PRUFTECHNIK GmbH 

Landasatz 25 

45731 waltrop – Germany 

Info@efbe.de 

http://www.efbe.de 

 

mailto:Info@efbe.de
http://www.efbe.de/
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HUBSET 

INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE 

How to maintain the rear hub 

 

The maintenance and cleaning of the hub should be operated on a clean table, because there are some 

springs and delicate parts. Even a small fragment falling into the item would damage the meshing 

mechanism of the free body. 

 

Any residual vapor or water inside the hub will damage the bearing irreversibly within a few weeks. 

Since the rubber seal ring of the hub is of low friction, and the hub is not completely sealed and it can 

rotate smoothly, there would be inevitably some vapor in the hub. So the hub should be cleaned regularly 

(every 4 months under dry conditions, every 2 months under wet conditions, and clean it up if the wheel 

is idle for more than 1 month). Please refer to the instructions on the next page. Do not clean the hub 

with the high-pressure water gun. Clean the hub shell with the warm water and soap. 

 

WARNING: improper lubrication and maintenance may cause the free body to be stuck and damaged. 

WARNING: any fragments falling into the free body would cause irreversible damage to the item. 

WARNING: any residual vapor or water inside the hub will damage the bearing irreversibly.  
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STEP 1 
Unscrew counterclockwise the counterbolt on the non-drive 
side with Torque 8 about 2 turns. 

 

STEP 2 
Unscrew the bearing dust cap counterclockwise.  

 

STEP 3 
Hold the non-drive side (left side) with 17mm offset ring 
spanner, Unscrew the drive-side (right side) with 17mm offset 
ring spanner. 

 

STEP 4 
Continue to unscrew with hands the drive-side dust protection 
cap. 

 

STEP 5 
Pull out the free body and remove from shaft. 
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STEP 6 
Remove the ratchet and inspect springs and condition, 
cleaned if needed and apply new grease. 

 

STEP 7 
Remove bearing distance ring. 

 

STEP 8 
With palm of the hand, push the axle out the shell. 

 

STEP 9 
Continue pushing, normal strenght is required. 

 

STEP 10 
Pull the axle out of the shell. 
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STEP 11 
Inspect the general condition of the parts. 

Cleaning 
Cleaning all of the parts(do not use any corrosive solvent) 
Clean the spline, floating gear ring and free body meshing teeth carefully 
 
WARNING: even a small fragment will cause the free body to fail to operate. 
 
WARNING: check the wear of the meshing teeth and the edges of the teeth should be sharp. If it is not 
necessary to replace spring/tower base/floating gear ring, the floating ring gear of the hub can be 
installed in two different positions. Carefully check the corners of all splines of the hub housing to make 
sure they are square and in good shape (neither rounded nor worn). A new floating ring gear cannot be 
installed to the worn spline position. Once the 12 splines are worn, a new floating gear ring can be 
installed to the other 12 new splines. Check the spline of the hub housing Once the inside of the hub 
housing is thoroughly cleaned and checked, the angle of each spline is still flat. When using the hub, 
there is dust entering, then the hard grain sand will obviously wear the splines in the housing. And the 
sand will grind and distribute around the splines of the hub housing until the floating ring gear cannot 
move freely. In this case, you must replace the floating gear ring & free body; and install a new floating 
gear ring; in the unused spline groove. 
 

Lubrication and assembly 
 
WARNING: original lubricating grease is the best option. Medium density or viscous grease will block 
or slow down the movement of the floating gear ring, which will damage the free body. Chemical 
additives would also damage the O-rings. 
 

- Apply grease on the part where the shaft center contacts the bearing. 
- Apply grease on the outside of the disc side bearing. 
- Apply a small amount of grease to the splines inside the hub housing, and then apply grease on 

the surface. 
- Apply a small amount of grease to the spring mounting hole on the back of the floating gear 

ring. 
- Apply grease on the O-ring of free body seal ring. 
- Apply 1cc grease on the tooth surface of the free body. 
- Apply grease to the bearings outside the free body. 
- Apply grease on the threads of the right end cap. 
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STEP 12 
New bearings are optional, if not experienced, please do not 
clean the bearings, if experienced, please continue with the 
flowing steps. 

 

STEP 13 
Remove the bearing seal. 

 

STEP 14 
Remove old grease, dust and mud, inspect condition bearings, 
apply SKF bearing grease. 

 

STEP 15 
Place the bearing seal back in position. 

 

STEP 16 
Mount clean ratchet back. 
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STEP 17 
Mount rachet in position as shown in picture. 

 

STEP 18 
Insert axle with ease. 

  

 

STEP 19 
Install bearing distance ring back. 

 

 

STEP 20 
Mount freehub back. 

 

STEP 21 
Install dust bearing cap. 
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STEP 22 
Firmly push the cap in position. 

 

 

STEP 23 
Tighten both ends with spanner 17mm. Do not overtighten! 
Maximum 10Nm. 

 

 

STEP 24 
Push again the dust cap in position.  

 

STEP 25 
Check if there is no loose spacing on the axle and parts. 

 

 

STEP 26 
Tighten the non-driven side dust cap in position. 
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How to maintain the front hub 

 

Setting of pre-tightening force: 

The optimum bearing preload is critical to the service life of the bearing. 

Checking 

Before adjusting the bearing preload, please check the entire wheel set as listed below: 

Assemble the wheel on the front fork and install as usual 

Check whether there is clearance in the radial direction of the wheel set. 

Make the wheel set stop rotating without interference and observe he last moment of the movement 

which should be smooth. 

 

Pre-tightening force adjustment 

Assemble the wheel on the front fork and install as usual if there is gap, use the T8 wrench to loosen the 

trim fixing screw and adjust the tuner(clockwise) with very light torque. Loosen the tuner by 2°turns to 

release the excessive bearing preload and get the maximum rolling smoothness, then lock the tuner. 

Repeat the pre-tightening force inspection with a slight adjustment. The ideal bearing preload would 

eliminate the clearance without affecting the rolling. 

 

NOTE: improper bearing preload would damage the bearing and the rotating parts, which would also 

result in poor performance of the hub. 

Since the hub is not completely sealed and it can rotate smoothly, there would be inevitably some vapor 

in the hub, the hub should be cleaned regularly (every 4 months under dry conditions, every 2 months 

under wet conditions, and clean it up if the wheel is idle for more than 1 month). Do not clean the hub 

with the high-pressure water gun. Clean the hub shell with the warm water and soap. 

 

WARNING: any residual vapor inside the hub would damage the bearing irreversibly. 
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STEP 1 
Open the dust cap with torque 8. 

 

STEP 2 
Unscrew the dust cap. 

 

STEP 3 
Unscrew both axle ends, should be possible with hands. 

 

STEP 4 
Use spanner if needed, but do not use excessive force to open 
both ends. 

 

STEP 5 
Unsrew axle end. 
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STEP 6 
Inspect the general condition. 

 

STEP 7 
Push the axle out of the shell. 

 

STEP 8 
Remove the axle by hand and clean if needed. 

 

STEP 9 
Remove seal and clean bearing and aplly SKF bearing grease. If 
no experience, change bearing.  

 

STEP 10 
Picture of a cleaned bearing (without grease) bearing needs 
grease until the seal is reached. 
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STEP 11 
Mount axle back in position 

 

 

STEP 12 
Screw the endcap back. 

 

STEP 13 
Feel if there is no spacing anymore. 

 

STEP 14 
Tighten with closed ring spanner 17 and 19 both ends 
(handtight) 

 

 

STEP 15 
Pop the end cap in position. 
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HUB TECHNICAL 

Drawing 
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Specifications  
FRONT HUB 

Weight front 106gram 

Boost axle 110mm 

Bearings SKF 6903 x 2 

the diameter of spoke hole: 2.5mm 

the diameter of right flange:36mm 

the diameter of disc side flange: 44mm 

The distance from right flange to center:38mm 

The distance from left flange to center:27.5mm 

The maximum spoke tension is 150kgf 

REAR HUB 

Weight rear 188gram 

Boost axle 148mm 

Bearing SKF 6903 x 2 (shell) + 6803 x 2 (freehub) 

the diameter of spoke hole: 2.5mm 

the diameter of right flange:56mm 

the diameter of disc side flange: 40mm 

The distance from right flange to center: 24.3mm 

The distance from left flange to center: 38.5mm 

The maximum spoke tension is 150kgf 
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PERIODIC SERVICE 

Cleaning 
The hub should be serviced regularly (every 4 months under dry conditions, every 2 months under wet 

conditions. 

Secure bolt 
Berg Hubs have a secured Bolt, which is used to adjust the gap of the bearing. If the gap of the bearing 

becomes larger, it needs to be locked again. We added this screw to make the bearing smoother. Only the 

high-end hubs have this kind of adjusting device, so riders need to check regularly. 

This bolt can adjust the bearing clearance, which makes the bearing smooth. However, it needs to be 

included in the daily inspection, because the bearing gap may become larger in use. 

 

Bearing lifetime 
Industrial SKF Bearings lifetime ISO 281-2007 is 25000 hours in dry condition without excessive loads. 

10.000 hours in wet condition without excessive loads. 6000 hours in wet conditions with excessive loads. 

Every 2000KM 

We recommend new springs and grease. Ratchet should be still in a good condition as shown in the 

pictures, if there is a case of heavy wear, please contact us. Small metal debris and small wear is normal. 

The material is 7075 and has been subjected to hard oxidation treatment. 

 

Rear hub: Squares are 2.6mm (when new) Do not use if it less than 2mm. Extremely worn splines with 

irregular shapes, do not use it. There are 2 sets of splines, please do not place the floating splines 

arbitrarily, replace the new floating splines and then use the new splines. 
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Ratchet, small wear is normal check all teeth edges are still sharp. Do not use if there is a jagged cut on 

the edge of the teeth. If more excessive wear, please retighten the main axle, if this is too loose the ratchet 

floats too much and causes more damage than intended. 

 

Floating ring, check all teeth edges are still sharp, do not use if there is a jagged in the edge of the teeth. 

Squares are 2.8mm (when new). Check contact surfaces are still square and flat corners should be square 

and not rounded. 

 

Every 6000KM 

We recommend new bearing set, springs, grease and freehub. 

After 10000KM 

Freehub is completely worn out 
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RIM 

INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE 
Be advised, we do not recommend to spoke the wheel from the outside with this tool illustrated as show 

below. Because it is easy to break our ultra-light rims, because the thickness is only a few mm. Warranty 

is invalid when using this tool. If you do choose to build on this manor, be advised only tighten in a straight 

way, any slight abbreviation can cause a slight damage, even unseen with the naked eye in the beginning. 

But because these are long and continuous carbon fiber, the unseen crack can become larger in time and 

cause the wheelset to failure. 

  

 

We strongly recommend to build the wheel from the inside. Because we have created a reinforced 

nipple bed, no damages can be caused building the wheelset with these tools as seen underneath. See 

correct tools illustrated below. 

 

Regular cleaning products and methods are allowed.  

Warning! Do not use a high fiber cloth to clean around the nipple’s holes, this is able to grab a small 

carbon fiber and cause a small fracture. 
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RIM TECHNICAL  

Drawing 
 

 

 

Specifications 
SIZE: 29er/700c 
OUTER WIDTH: 35mm 
INNER WIDTH: 30mm 
HEIGHT: 21mm 
ERD: 597mm 
SPOKE DIA HOLE: 4.5mm for external nipple 
SPOKE HOLE: 28H 
TYPE: Hookless 
ASSEMBLY HOLE DIA: 7mm 
MAX TYRE PRESSURE: 40psi/2.8bar 
MIN TYRE PRESSURE: 20psi/1.3bar 
MAX SPOKE TENSION: 110kgf 
MAXIMUM RIDER WEIGHT: 100kg Or 90kg 
RIMS: Asymmetric 2mm offset 
MIN/MAX TYRE WIDTH 
inner 30mm -> 2.20" - 2.70 
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WARRANTY 
BERG products have a guaranteed factory warranty for 24 months by EU law! 

If a quality problem occurs within 24 months, we are obligated to renew or repair the components for 

free. 

Crash replacement is valid on your rideberg parts within a period of 36 months. Please take an adequate 

number of pictures, for example rim crash, please include the tire on the pictures. Handlebar fracture, 

please provide the jump height during this fracture. These pictures can give us valuable information., we 

are willing to give you new parts at minimal costs (40procent discount on the retail prices online at 

rideberg.com). 

This crash warranty is not transferable and only valid to the first buyer, unless it is a factory warranty 

this is valid for 24months on the product. 

The warranty expires  

1. Crashed or accidents 

2. Mis-abuse (All mountain, Enduro, trick rides, all other rides that are above level 3 ASTM) 

3. Modification of the products (trimming (except handlebar cutting), repainting (unless raw carbon 

product was provided), drilling bigger spoke holes, using other decals than originally provided) 

4. Torque used higher than recommended 

5. Normal wear and tear 

6. Inadequate follow-up or maintenance by an uncertified technician 

7. Installation of parts or accessories other than recommended by BERG 

8. Wear and tear on superficial areas that do not affect the function of the parts 

9. Damage caused by natural disaster  

 

The warranty does not include 

1. normal wear on items than normally wear (bearings, derailleur pads, spokes) 

2. finishes and cosmetic treatments such as anodizing and decals 

3. all other bicycle components 

4. damage caused by others or incident damaged (where applicable) 

 

Warning! 

If you do not follow these guidelines The warranty is invalid 
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1. do not use downhill stems on the carbon handlebar 

2. do not use a 2-bolted stem on the handlebar generation 1 (before 2021). 

3. clean on regular period the carbon parts so no chemical product can affect the varnish 

 

 

 


